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a b s t r a c t
Growth control scales morphological attributes and, therefore, provides a critical contribution to the
evolution of adaptive traits. Yet, the genetic mechanisms underlying growth in the context of speciﬁc
ecological adaptations are poorly understood. In water striders, adaptation to locomotion on the water
surface is associated with allometric and functional changes in thoracic appendages, such that T2-legs,
used as propelling oars, are longer than T3-legs, used as steering rudders. The Hox gene Ubx establishes
this derived morphology by elongating T2-legs but shortening T3-legs. Using gene expression assays,
RNAi knockdown, and comparative transcriptomics, we demonstrate that the evolution of water surface
rowing as a novel means of locomotion is associated with the evolution of a dose-dependent promoting-
repressing effect of Ubx on leg growth. In the water strider Limnoporus dissortis, T3-legs express six to
seven times higher levels of Ubx compared to T2-legs. Ubx RNAi shortens T2-legs and the severity of this
phenotype increases with increased depletion of Ubx protein. Conversely, Ubx RNAi lengthens T3-legs
but this phenotype is partially rescued when Ubx protein is further depleted. This dose-dependent effect
of Ubx on leg growth is absent in non-rowing relatives that retain the ancestral relative leg length. We
also show that the spatial patterns of expression of dpp, wg, hh, egfr, dll, exd, hth, and dac are unchanged
in Ubx RNAi treatments. This indicates that the dose-dependent opposite effect of Ubx on T2- and T3-legs
operates without any apparent effect on the spatial expression of major leg patterning genes. Our data
suggest that scaling of adaptive allometries can evolve through changes in the levels of expression of
Hox proteins early during ontogeny, and in the sensitivity of the tissues that express them, without any
major effects on pattern formation.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
Introduction
Growth control properly scales different body parts and is
therefore a critical process in organismal development and evolu-
tion (Abzhanov et al., 2004; Bronikowski, 2000; Emlen et al., 2012;
Nijhout and Grunert, 2010; O’Farrell, 2003; Stern and Emlen,
1999). A major challenge for understanding how growth can shape
animal diversity is to decipher the mechanisms of growth control
in the context of the particular ecological environment underlying
species-speciﬁc life histories (Abzhanov et al., 2004; Emlen et al.,
2012; Moczek and Rose, 2009; Stern and Emlen, 1999; Stillwell
et al., 2011). Growth is intricately tied to pattern formation
and biological systems must integrate inputs from both processes
(Baena-Lopez et al., 2012). Organisms have been facing this
challenge throughout evolution, and a variety of routes to
reconciling growth and pattern formation were taken depending
on the trait. For example in many systems, modulation of the
growth of some traits is delayed to near the end of ontogeny, after
all other essential body parts are speciﬁed and their identity
acquired. It is possible that such late ﬁne-tuning strategy circum-
vents the constraints imposed by the tight and pleiotropic inter-
actions of genetic processes during development (Carroll, 2008;
Duboule et al., 2007; Gibson, 1996; Wilkins, 2002). However, this
case is restricted to some traits especially those required only
during adulthood and have no or minimal function during juvenile
stages. Examples include the development and evolution of a
variety of exaggerated secondary sexual traits in beetles and water
striders (Emlen et al., 2012; Khila et al., 2012), or appendage
differentiation in holometabolous insects (Loehlin and Werren,
2012; Nijhout and Grunert, 2010). A greater challenge facing
organisms during development and evolution is when structures
must be speciﬁed and the scaling of their allometry ﬁne-tuned
during early development. This is generally required for attributes
that are essential for both juveniles and adults; such is the case of
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locomotory appendages in hemimetabolous non-metamorphosing
systems.
The case of water striders—a monophyletic group of semi-
aquatic heteropterans—is a striking example where animals must
pattern, dramatically grow, and ﬁne-tune the ﬁnal allometry of
their appendages before the end of embryonic development, to
adapt to the challenging requirements of their habitat (Fig. 1)
(Andersen, 1982; Hu and Bush, 2010). Throughout the evolution of
the semi-aquatic insects, the transition to life on water surface
seems to be associated with a gradual increase in leg length
relative to body length. Basally branching semi-aquatic insects can
walk both on water and land, and share a common relative leg
length plan, where T3-legs are longer than T2-legs, with their
close relatives that are exclusively terrestrial (Fig. 1). Conversely
derived lineages, which have specialized in water-surface locomo-
tion through rowing, have evolved a novel adaptive morphology
where the length of locomotory appendages has been reversed
such that T2-legs are now longer than T3-legs (Fig. 1) (Andersen,
1982; Damgaard et al., 2005; Tseng and Rowe, 1999). Water
striders use their T2-legs as propelling oars and their T3-legs as
steering rudders (Andersen, 1982; Hu and Bush, 2010). T1-legs are
much shorter and function primarily for stability, grasping the
female during mating, and for handling preys (Andersen, 1982).
These changes in the allometry of posterior thoracic appendages
facilitated their functional adaptation and enabled the animals to
generate efﬁcient propulsion on the water–air interface (Andersen,
1976; Hu et al., 2003). As such, water striders have diversiﬁed to
dominate a range of water surface niches, including ponds,
streams, lakes, and even oceans (Andersen, 1982).
We are beginning to understand some of the genetic mechan-
isms responsible for these adaptive changes in leg allometry in
water striders (Khila et al., 2009). Hox genes are conserved
transcription factors that impart segment identity along the body
axis across animals, through establishing a set of characters that
distinguish segments that express them from those that do not
(Akam, 1998a). Hox mutations result in the loss of the distinguish-
ing characters and cause homeotic transformation of the affected
segment to the likeness of another (Struhl, 1982). The Hox gene
Ultrabithorax (Ubx), in particular, manages a multitude of small-
scale differences between the second and third thoracic segments
across a variety of arthropod species (Akam, 1998c; Stern, 1998,
2003). Among these phenotypic differences between segments,
Ubx protein regulates the growth of the third thoracic appendages
in a number of species, including holometabolous and hemimeta-
bolous insects (Mahfooz et al., 2007; Stern, 2003). In holometa-
bolous insects, there is a temporal decoupling of segmentation
along the anterior–posterior axis of the embryo and appendage
differentiation during post-embryonic stages (Baker, 1988). Late
during Drosophila pupal development, Ubx modulates the shape
and size of T3-legs, and establishes inter-species differences in
trichome patterns (Stern, 1998, 2003). High levels of Ubx protein
repress trichome development on T2 femur, and variation in Ubx
regulation underlies variation in trichome patterns across species
(Stern, 1998). During wing development, T2 imaginal discs, which
do not express Ubx, differentiate into functional adult wings.
However T3 imaginal discs, which do express Ubx, differentiate
into the much smaller halteres (Roch and Akam, 2000). Ubx
controls haltere morphogenesis through regulation of a large
number of genetic factors at distinct developmental stages, includ-
ing signaling molecules, transcription factors, and growth path-
ways (Castelli-Gair and Akam, 1995; Crickmore and Mann, 2006,
2008; Pavlopoulos and Akam, 2011; Roch and Akam, 2000). This
indicates that in ﬂies, Ubx can regulate speciﬁc morphogenetic
processes during post-embryonic stages. In the hemimetabolous
water striders however, the dramatic growth of the legs and the
requirement for Ubx in ﬁne-tuning their allometry coincide with
the requirement for patterning both the appendages and the
segments along the anterior–posterior axis of the embryo. In the
embryo of water striders, Ubx protein is expressed in both T2- and
T3-legs, and functions to lengthen T2- but to shorten T3-legs
(Khila et al., 2009). This ﬁne-tuning of relative leg length by Ubx is
driven by changes in the spatial expression and function of the
protein in the second and third thoracic segments (Khila et al.,
2009). The novel deployment of Ubx in T2-legs distinguishes
water striders from close terrestrial relatives, such as the milk-
weed bug Oncopeltus fasciatus where Ubx expression is restricted
to T3-legs (Mahfooz et al., 2007). Similarly, the reversed function
of Ubx to shorten T3-legs in water striders distinguishes them
from sister basally branching semi-aquatic insects taxa (Khila et
al., 2014). In the water strider Gerris buenoi, Ubx seems to be
expressed at higher levels in T3-legs compared to T2-legs (Khila et
al., 2009). However whether these differential levels of expression
have a relevant role in regulating leg allometry remains to be
tested. Here we investigate a possible role of Ubx levels in shaping
Fig. 1. Leg morphology and mode of locomotion across the semi-aquatic insects and the closely related terrestrial outgroup Oncopeltus. Both terrestrial insects (highlighted
in white) and most semi-aquatic insects (highlighted in gray) retain the ancestral relative leg length where T2-legs are shorter than T3-legs. Derived lineages (highlighted in
black), which specialize in open water rowing, have a reversed relative leg length where T2-legs are now longer than T3-legs.
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the morphological differences that distinguish the second from the
third thoracic segments during the evolution of the semi-aquatic
insects. Although Ubx controls multiple morphological attributes
in these segments, we focus on the morphology of the legs in the
context of adaptation to life on the water surface. We use parental
RNAi, which depletes Ubx from the start of embryogenesis and
across all tissues expressing the gene. Although we obtain partial
transformation of the third thoracic segment to the likeness of the
second thoracic segment, our conclusions throughout the manu-
script focus primarily on the response of the legs in each segment
to Ubx RNAi. By manipulating the strength of RNAi knockdown and
by analyzing the association between the responses of T2- and
T3-legs to Ubx RNAi, we describe the evolution of tissue sensitivity
to Ubx levels across a selection of semi-aquatic insects represent-
ing both basal and derived taxa. We also examine whether or not
major leg patterning hierarchies are affected by the changes in Ubx
regulation that led to the specialization of water striders in surface
rowing.
Methods
Animal collection and rearing
Adult individuals of the water strider Limnoporus dissortis were
collected from ‘Rivière de l'Acadie,’ and Microvelia americana from
‘Rivière du Nord’ at the vicinity of Montréal, Québec, Canada.
Mesovelia furcata was collected in Vilette d'Anthon, ‘plans d'eau
de Salonique’ lake in Lyon, France. Animals were kept in aquaria at
25 1C with a 14-h light/10-h dark cycle, and were fed on live
crickets. Pieces of ﬂoating Styrofoam were regularly supplied for
the females to lay eggs.
Gene cloning
Limnoporus total RNA was extracted from different embryonic
and nymphal stages. First strand cDNA synthesis was then per-
formed, using total RNA as a template, according to Invitrogen
manual instructions. To clone Limnoporus dll, hh, and wg, degen-
erate primers were designed based on sequence alignments of
Tribolium, Acyrthosiphon, and Pediculus. Speciﬁc primers for dac,
dpp, egfr, hth, and Ubxwere designed based on sequences obtained
from a whole transcriptome of Limnoporus. Primer sequences and
Genbank accession numbers are presented in Table S1.
Embryo collection and dissection
Embryos were collected, treated with 25% bleach, and then
washed with PTW 0.05% (1X PBS; 0.05% Tween-20). For image
acquisition, late embryos were dissected out of the egg, ﬁxed in 4%
Formaldehyde, and their images captured using a Zeiss Discovery
12 scope. For staining, embryos of various early stages were
dissected, cleaned from yolk, and kept brieﬂy in PTW 0.05% on
ice until ﬁxation with the appropriate method, based on the type
of subsequent staining (see below).
in situ hybridization
Dissected embryos were ﬁxed in 200 ml 4% Paraformaldehyde
(PFA)þ20 ml Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO), and 600 ml heptane for
20 min at room temperature with shaking. Embryos were then
washed several times in cold methanol and rehydrated in decreas-
ing concentrations of methanol in PTW 0.05%. These embryos
were washed three times in PTW 0.05%, three times in PBT 0.3%
(1X PBS; 0.3% Triton X100), and twice with PBT 1% (1X PBS; 1%
Triton X100). Following these washes, embryos were transferred
to 1:1 PBT 1%/hybridization solution (50% Formamide; 5% dextran
sulfate; 100 mg/ml yeast tRNA; 1X salts). Embryos were pre-
hybridized for 1 h at 60 1C, followed by addition of a Dig-labeled
RNA probe overnight at 60 1C. Embryos were then transferred
gradually from hybridization solution to PBT 0.3% through con-
secutive washes with 3:1, 1:1, 1:3 pre-warmed hybridization
solution: PBT 0.3% gradient. A blocking step was performed with
PAT (1X PBS; 1% Triton X100; 1% BSA) at room temperature
followed by incubation with anti-DIG antibody coupled with
alkaline phosphatase for 2 h at room temperature, or at 4 1C
overnight. Embryos were washed several times in PBT 0.3% then
in PTW 0.05% before color reaction is conducted with NBT/BCIP in
alkaline phosphatase buffer (0.1 M Tris pH 9.5; 0.05 M MgCl2;
0.1 M NaCl; 0.1% Tween-20).
Antibody staining
Dissected embryos were ﬁxed in 4% Formaldehyde for 10–
15 min at room temperature, washed three times in PTW 0.05%
then three times in PBT 0.3%. Embryos were then incubated in a
blocking solution (1X PBS; 0.1% Triton X100; 0.1% BSA; 10% NGS)
for 1 h at room temperature, then incubated with a 1:5 dilution of
the primary antibody (the FP6.87 mouse anti-UbdA or anti-Exd
from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), rabbit anti-
Mef2, and Alexa488-coupled anti-horseradish peroxidase) over-
night at 4 1C. Both FP6.87 aliquots obtained from R. H. White and
from DSHB cross-react in the semi-aquatic insects. Embryos were
then washed four times in PTW 0.05%, three times in blocking
solution and incubated in blocking solution for 30 min. Embryos
were then incubated with the anti-mouse secondary antibody
coupled with horseradish peroxidase at 1:1000 dilution for 2 h at
room temperature. Several washes in PBT 0.3% and PTW 0.05%
were performed before color reaction was conducted in DAB;
0.064% NiCl2; 0.009% H2O2 for a black color, or without NiCl2 for a
brown color.
Quantiﬁcation of expression using comparative transcriptomics
Limnoporus T2- and T3-legs from wild type and a sample of
pooled Ubx RNAi treatments with a 2 μg/μl ds-Ubx concentra-
tion, spanning mid- and late stages, were dissected and used for
total RNA extraction. The RNA from these legs was used by
ProﬁlExperts (Lyon-France) to conduct deep sequencing using
Illumina technology. A total of 50 million reads were generated
per sample. These reads were aligned against a pre-existing full
Limnoporus transcriptome, using BLASTn, to quantify Ubx tran-
script levels by determining the number of Reads Per Kilobase per
Million mapped reads (RPKM) in each sample (Mortazavi et al.,
2008).
Parental RNAi
Gene knockdown using parental RNAi was conducted following
the protocol in (Khila et al., 2009). Control RNAi was conducted by
injecting either ds-yfp (double stranded RNA against yellow ﬂuor-
escent protein) or injection buffer. Template for in vitro transcrip-
tion to produce ds-RNA for each gene was prepared using T7-
tagged primers in Table S2. Embryos were collected from the
Styrofoam stripes, treated with 25% bleach, and washed in 0.05%
PTW. Embryos were routinely screened for phenotypes.
Leg measurements
A sample of 10 embryos (N¼10) is used for each RNAi group
in Fig. 3E and a total of 92 embryos in Fig. 4A–D. Two sets of
measurements were recorded: egg length and the length of the
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tarsus, tibia, and femur individually. Total leg length was calcu-
lated as the sum of the length of the three leg segments. After
measuring egg length, late embryos prior to hatching were
dissected and mounted on slides in Hoyer's medium. Measure-
ments for each leg segment of each pair of legs were recorded on a
Zeiss microscope using the Zen software.
Statistical analyses
Statistical signiﬁcance in leg length between each RNAi group
and controls was determined by performing an analysis of var-
iance (ANOVA) with the mean value of each pair of leg segments
corrected to the egg length to account for embryo size variations.
Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences) software package (IBM Corpora-
tion). In the scatter plots in Fig. 4, the centered second order
polynomial (quadratic) model, and the linear regression ﬁt model
were plotted using GraphPad Prism (version 6.01). R² values for the
models are presented in Table S3.
Results
Ubx is expressed at higher levels in T3-legs relative to T2-legs across
the semi-aquatic insects
To examine the evolution of differential levels of Ubx expres-
sion across the semi-aquatic insects we chose representatives from
basally branching and derived lineages, some of which walk and
others row on water (Fig. 1). In the surface rowing water strider
Limnoporus, in situ hybridization revealed that the expression of
Ubx mRNA is much stronger in T3- compared to T2-legs (Fig. 2A).
Ubx expression is also detectable in abdominal segments, in
addition to the thorax (Fig. 2A). To further conﬁrm this difference
in the levels of expression between the two legs, we detected Ubx
protein using the FP6.87 antibody known to recognize both Ubx
and Abdominal-A (Abd-A) proteins (Kelsh et al., 1994; White and
Wilcox, 1984). Consistent with in situ hybridization, antibody
staining is much stronger in T3-legs (Fig. 2B), supporting the
conclusion that both Ubx mRNA and Ubx protein are expressed at
higher levels in T3- relative to T2-legs in Limnoporus embryos.
Interestingly, these clear differences in the levels of Ubx in the legs
are not seen in a set of neurons located on T2 and T3 segments
(Fig. S1). To verify that FP6.87 antibody reacts with Ubx protein
only in the thorax, we stained embryos with Abd-A mRNA probe.
Abd-A mRNA is restricted to abdominal segments A2–A8 and no
staining was observed in the thorax (contrast Fig. 2A–C). There-
fore, the strong signal of FP6.87 staining in T3-legs corresponds
to Ubx alone, whereas the strong signal in the abdominal seg-
ments is a result of co-expression of Ubx and Abd-A there. Finally,
to determine the differences in the levels of Ubx expression
between T2- and T3-legs, we performed a comparative transcrip-
tome between Limnoporus T2- and T3-legs using deep sequencing.
This method indicated that the levels of Ubx transcript are over six
to seven times higher in T3-legs compared to T2-legs, during both
mid and late embryogenesis (Fig. 2D).
Apart from the Gerridae, most other semi-aquatic insects retain
the ancestral leg allometry where T2-legs are shorter than T3-legs
(Fig. 1) (Andersen, 1982; Damgaard et al., 2005). Therefore, we
wanted to know whether this difference in Ubx levels between T2-
and T3-legs is characteristic of lineages where relative leg length is
reversed or whether it is a general feature of semi-aquatic insects
regardless of relative leg length. We therefore chose M. furcata,
a representative of the most basally branching Mesoveliidae, and
M. americana, a representative of the derived Veliidae (Andersen,
1982; Damgaard et al., 2005). In contrast to Limnoporus, both
Mesovelia and Microvelia retain ancestral leg length plan and can
walk on water and land (Fig. 1) (Andersen, 1982). Surprisingly in
both species, FP6.87 staining revealed a much stronger signal in
T3- relative to T2-legs (Fig. 2E and F), just like in Limnoporus. These
results suggest that across the semi-aquatic insects, Ubx is
expressed at higher levels in T3- compared to T2-legs, regardless
of phylogenetic position, relative leg length, or whether the legs
are used for walking or rowing as a mode of water surface
locomotion.
Stronger Ubx depletion results in stronger length phenotype in
Limnoporus T2- but not T3-legs
By the end of embryo development, Limnoporus T2-legs reach a
much longer size relative to T3-legs (compare control T2-leg and
T3-leg in Figs. 3; S2). Because Ubx is expressed at higher levels in
T3- relative to T2-legs, we tested whether these differences in
expression levels contribute to the differential effect of Ubx in
shaping the length of the two legs. To do this, we generated a
series of mild to strong phenotypes by injecting low (0.1 μg/μl),
moderate (1 μg/μl), or high (10 μg/μl) concentrations of Ubx
double stranded RNA (ds-Ubx) to the mothers. First, we veriﬁed
the speciﬁcity of Ubx RNAi, and whether Ubx depletion became
stronger with increased amounts of injected ds-Ubx. Staining with
the FP6.87 antibody allows us to assess the speciﬁcity of RNAi as
ds-Ubx injection is expected to deplete Ubx but not Abd-A. In
embryos obtained from mothers injected with a concentration of
0.1 μg/μl, FP6.87 staining still detects some Ubx protein in T3-legs
in 66% of embryos examined, whereas no Ubx could be detected in
T2-legs (Fig. 3B). In the 1 μg/μl and 10 μg/μl ds-Ubx injections, the
percentage of embryos where Ubx was still detectable in T3-legs
decreased to 39% and 26% respectively (Table S4) and the remain-
ing embryo showed no Ubx expression in T3-legs (Fig. 3C). In
embryos with strong Ubx depletion, the FP6.87 staining in the
abdomen, which corresponds to Abd-A protein, became weaker
because of the loss of Ubx expression there (Fig. 3C). Regardless of
the injected concentration of ds-Ubx, Abd-A remains normally
expressed in the abdomen (Fig. 3A–C). This indicates that there is a
general correlation between the concentration of injected ds-Ubx
and the severity of Ubx depletion. Therefore, increased ds-Ubx
concentration generally results in stronger depletion of Ubx in the
legs. Second, we wanted to know whether or not Ubx RNAi
depletes Ubx transcripts in T2- and T3-legs with equal efﬁciency.
We therefore analyzed Ubx transcript levels using the comparative
transcriptomics data between legs dissected from wild type (WT)
and Ubx RNAi dataset generated from a pool of samples injected
with 2 μg/μl concentration (Fig. 3D). In this dataset, the number
of Ubx Reads Per Kilobase per Million (RPKM) is reduced from 32
in WT T2-legs to 17 in Ubx RNAi T2-legs, and from 162 in WT T3-
legs to 92 in Ubx RNAi T3-legs (Fig. 3D). Therefore, RNAi depletes
Ubx with equal efﬁciency in T2- and T3-legs, by 46.8% and 43.2%
respectively. Combined, these experiments demonstrate that:
(i) Ubx RNAi is speciﬁc and does not affect Abd-A; (ii) the efﬁciency
of Ubx depletion generally increases with increased dose of
injected ds-Ubx; and (iii) Ubx is depleted with equal efﬁciency in
T2- and T3-legs.
To assess the effect of Ubx RNAi on the length of T2- and
T3-legs, we dissected and measured each leg across a sample
of embryos. In embryos laid by females injected with the lower
0.1 μg/μl concentration of ds-Ubx, T2-legs became shorter while
T3-legs became longer compared to their respective control
counterparts (Fig. 3E). In T2-legs of these embryos, we obtained
a signiﬁcant 38.6% and 16.3% shortening in the tarsus and tibia
respectively, and a slight non-signiﬁcant shortening effect in the
femur (Fig. 3E; Table S5). In T3-legs of the same embryos, we
obtained a signiﬁcant 35.8% and 38.3% elongation in the tarsus and
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tibia respectively, and a slight non-signiﬁcant shortening in the
femur (Fig. 3E; Table S5). This demonstrates that when a relatively
low concentration of ds-Ubx is injected, Ubx RNAi shortens T2- and
elongates T3-legs in a signiﬁcant manner. In embryos laid by
females injected with 1 μg/μl ds-Ubx concentration, the short-
ening effect on T2-legs became stronger, whereas the lengthening
effect on T3-legs became milder (Fig. 3E; Table S5). In T2-legs of
these embryos, all segments are now signiﬁcantly shortened by
49.9%, 20.8%, and 8.3% in the tarsus, tibia, and femur respectively
(Fig. 3E; Table S5). This suggests that the more Ubx is depleted the
shorter T2-legs develop. In contrast, the elongating effect on T3-
legs was attenuated, especially in the tarsus, by the injection of the
1 μg/μl dose of ds-Ubx such that the tarsus is now elongated by
only 17.5% (instead of 35.8%). In the tibia and the femur of T3-legs,
the 1 μg/μl dose of ds-Ubx affected the length in a similar manner
as the lower 0.1 μg/μl dose (Table S5). When an even higher 10 μg/
μl dose of ds-Ubx was injected, all three segments of T2-legs were
further shortened, whereas in T3-legs the lengthening of the
tarsus was further attenuated (10.1% instead of 17.5% obtained
with 1 μg/μl and 35.8% obtained with 0.1 μg/μl ds-Ubx concentra-
tions; Table S5). These results suggest that mild depletion of Ubx
causes T3-legs to grow longer, but a stronger depletion reverses, at
least partially, this lengthening effect.
Ubx dose-dependent effect on leg length is linear in walking but non-
linear in surface rowing semi-aquatic insects
To determine the correlation between the responses of T2- and
T3-legs to Ubx RNAi, we analyzed the association between T2- and
T3-leg length in each individual using a larger dataset, composed
of all injected concentrations and additional samples (N¼92). This
analysis completes the previous, average-based, method because it
considers the values of leg length of each embryo rather than a
mean, it controls for the variation in phenotype penetrance
observed (Table S4) and that is characteristic to the RNAi techni-
que (Jaubert-Possamai et al., 2007; Kitzmann et al., 2013), and
ﬁnally it reveals how the lengths of the two legs change with
respect to each other within each embryo. If Ubx operates to
increase or decrease leg length in a dose-dependent manner, we
should expect a non-linear association between the responses of
T2- and T3-legs to Ubx RNAi. Testing this prediction is based on
three consistent observations: (i) control legs express higher levels
Fig. 2. Levels of Ubx mRNA and Ubx protein expression in T2- and T3-legs of three species of semi-aquatic insects. (A) Detection of Limnoporus Ubx mRNA using
a Digoxygenin labeled probe. (B) Detection of both Ubx and Abd-A proteins using the FP6.87 anti-UbdA antibody in Limnoporus embryo. (C) Detection of Limnoporus Abd-A
mRNA using a Digoxygenin labeled probe. Comparison between A, B, and C shows that Ubx is expressed in T2 and T3 thoracic as well as abdominal segments, whereas Abd-A
is absent from thoracic segments. (D) Quantiﬁcation, using deep sequencing, of the differences of Ubx transcript levels between T2- and T3-legs at mid- and late
embryogenesis in Limnoporus. Ubx levels are consistently 6–7 times higher in T3- compared to T2-legs. (E and F) Detection of Ubx and Abd-A proteins using the FP6.87 anti-
UbdA antibody in Mesovelia (E) and Microvelia (F) embryos. RPKM: Reads Per Kilobase per Million. T1–3: thoracic appendages 1–3.
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of Ubx protein relative to their Ubx RNAi-treated counterparts
(Fig. 3A–D); (ii) RNAi depletes Ubx transcripts equally in T2- and
T3-legs (Fig. 3D); and (iii) the length of T2-legs consistently
decreases with increased depletion of Ubx protein (Fig. 3E). There-
fore, we can use the length of T2-legs as a proxy to infer Ubx
levels, such that the shorter T2-legs are the lower Ubx protein
Fig. 3. Effect of RNAi on Ubx levels and on leg length in Limnoporus embryos. (A) Anti-UbdA staining is unaffected in control embryos and shows faint Ubx expression
in T2-legs and stronger expression in T3-legs. In the abdomen, the anterior-most boundary of Abd-A is masked by the strong expression of Ubx (white arrow). (B) When a 1 μg/μl
concentration of ds-Ubx was injected, Ubx is now undetectable in T2- and becomes faint in T3-legs. Note that the anterior-most boundary of Abd-A has now become sharp
due to faint Ubx in abdominal segment A1 (white arrow). (C) When the even higher 10 μg/μl concentration of ds-Ubx was injected, Ubx is now undetectable in T2-legs,
T3-legs, or in the abdomen. The anterior-most boundary of Abd-A remains intact (white arrow). Because Ubx is also expressed in abdominal segments and contributes to the
strong signal there (Fig. 2A), the strong depletion of Ubx results in a lower signal in the abdomen, even when the reaction is left to develop longer. (D) Quantiﬁcation, using
deep sequencing, of the efﬁciency of Ubx transcript depletion in response to Ubx RNAi (pool of embryos from a 2 μg/μl treatment). Ubx is depleted approximately by half
and this depletion is uniform in T2- and T3-legs, such that the difference in Ubx levels remains between the two legs. (E) Growth response of T2- and T3-legs to the injection
of increasing concentrations of ds-Ubx. * indicates statistical signiﬁcance at Pr0.01 and þ at Pr0.05. N¼10 in all samples.
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levels are. Based on this, we plotted T2-leg length by T3-leg length
using a dataset including a larger sample size than the sample
used in Fig. 3E, to determine the nature of this association (Fig. 4).
This analysis revealed that in Limnoporus, when T2-leg length was
mildly reduced in response to Ubx RNAi, the increase in T3-leg
length was substantial (Fig. 4A). Therefore, a slight depletion may
have shifted the levels of Ubx in T3-legs from those sufﬁciently
high to decrease, to those that are low enough to increase leg
length. The shift in the morphology of Ubx RNAi-treated T3-legs to
the likeness of control T2-legs provides further support to this
conclusion. In contrast, when T2-leg length was severely reduced,
the increase in T3-leg length became attenuated (Fig. 4A). This
further conﬁrms that a strong depletion brings the levels of Ubx in
T3-legs even lower such that T3-leg length is now reduced. To
determine whether or not all the segments within T3-legs are
responsible for this non-linear response to Ubx RNAi, we analyzed
the association between the responses of the tarsi, tibias, and
femora individually (Fig. 4B–D). We found that the response of T3-
leg tarsus (Fig. 4B), in particular, and the tibia (Fig. 4C), to a lesser
degree, to be non-linear dose-dependent, whereas that of the
femur is largely linear (Fig. 4D). Therefore in Limnoporus, the
tarsus is primarily responsible for the overall non-linear response
of T3-legs to Ubx RNAi. Altogether, these data suggest that in
Limnoporus embryos, the lengthening/shortening effect of Ubx is
dose-dependent and that the lengthening of T2-legs is due to the
lower levels of Ubx and the shortening of T3-legs is due to the
higher levels of Ubx.
Next, we wanted to test whether the dose-dependent require-
ment of Ubx to regulate leg length is a general feature of the semi-
aquatic insects, or whether it is characteristic of species where
Fig. 4. Correlation between the responses of T2- and T3-legs to Ubx RNAi in the three semi-aquatic insects. Plotted values of leg length were corrected to egg length. Two ﬁt
models were plotted on the data for comparison: a centered second order polynomial (quadratic) curve shown as a solid black curve, and a linear regression ﬁt shown as a
dashed line. Each data point represents an individual; ds-Ubx treated individuals are represented by red triangles and control individuals are represented by green dots.
(A) Limnoporus total T3-leg length relative to T2-leg length showing that the data points follow the curved model (R²¼0.3457) rather than the linear model (R²¼0.1197);
N¼92. (B–D) Individual leg segments of the T3-leg were plotted against their T2-leg counterparts to analyze the contribution of each to the global effect on the total curve.
(B) Limnoporus T3-leg tarsus; (C) Limnoporus T3-leg tibia; and (D) Limnoporus T3-leg femur. The same analyses were conducted onMicrovelia (E–H), N¼31; andMesovelia (I–L),
N¼56. In these two species, the centered second order polynomial follows the same curve as the linear model. Value of R² showing best ﬁt for these models can be found
in Table S3.
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relative leg length has been reversed. We therefore conducted a
series of injection experiments with increasing doses of ds-Ubx in
the two walking species, Microvelia and Mesovelia to determine if
the strength of Ubx depletion would result in opposing effects on
leg length. In both Microvelia (Fig. 4E–H) and Mesovelia (Fig. 4I–L),
Ubx RNAi resulted in a consistent decrease of both T2- and T3-leg
length in all injected concentrations. A plot of T2-leg length by
T3-leg length in these two species revealed that, in contrast to
Limnoporus, the lengths of the two legs decrease together in a
linear manner in response to Ubx RNAi, regardless of the strength
of this reduction. This linear relationship is present in all leg
segments in the two species (Fig. 4E–L). Therefore, Ubx is required
to increase the length of both T2- and T3-legs in these two species
and no repressive role can be detected despite the apparent
differences in Ubx levels between the two legs (Fig. 2E and F).
Collectively, these ﬁndings suggest that the evolution of the dose-
dependent activating-repressing effect of Ubx on leg growth is
characteristic to the surface rowing water striders with derived
relative leg length, but not other semi-aquatic insects that retain
the ancestral state of leg length.
Ubx RNAi partially transforms T3-legs to the likeness of T2-legs
Because our experiment is based on parental RNAi, which
depletes Ubx transcript starting early embryogenesis, we wanted
to know the extent to which this experiment transforms one
segment into the likeness of another. First, we looked for mor-
phological and cellular attributes that could help differentiate
thoracic segments from each other in normal animals. In Limno-
porus, T1-legs are equipped with two distinctive combs; one sex
comb and one grooming comb both located on the distal tibia (Fig. S3).
Both T2- and T3-legs are similarly equipped with one grooming
comb on the distal tibia (Fig. S3) (Khila et al., 2014). Therefore,
while T2 and T3 can be clearly distinguished from T1 based on
comb number, they are not distinguishable from each other based
on this trait. We then stained Limnoporus embryos to reveal
muscles, using the anti-Mef2 antibody (Sandmann et al., 2006),
and nervous system, using the anti-HRP antibody (Jan and Jan,
1982; Paschinger et al., 2009), in an attempt to identify cellular
characteristics that would help distinguish T2 from T3. Both
antibodies revealed that muscular and nervous system structures
are highly similar across all legs (Fig. S4). Therefore, the major
observable difference between T2- and T3-legs in Limnoporus is
their relative length and the length of the tarsi, tibias, and femora
within each of them.
To examine the effect of Ubx RNAi on the development of these
distinctive characteristics between segments across the three
species, we quantiﬁed the degree of homeotic transformation in
both mild and strong Ubx phenotypes. To do this, we selected a
sample of ﬁve individuals representing the mildest and ﬁve
representing the strongest Ubx phenotype presented in Fig. 4. In
Limnoporus, because differences in length of the segments within
legs are the only distinctive character that we could identify
between T2-legs and T3-legs, we quantiﬁed the changes in the
ratios of the tarsi, tibias, and femora in Ubx RNAi individuals in
comparison with controls. We hypothesized that if the transfor-
mation of T3 towards T2 is complete, the ratio of each of the
segments of Ubx RNAi T3-legs to control T2-legs should give an
approximate value of 1. In normal Limnoporus embryos, the average
ratio of T3-tarsus to T2-tarsus is 0.52, T3-tibia to T2-tibia is 0.58,
and T3-femur to T2-femur is 0.9 (see Table S6A). We found in the
sample representing the mildest Ubx RNAi phenotype that
the average ratio of Ubx-T3-tarsus to control-T2-tarsus increases
to the value of 0.7, the average ratio of Ubx-T3-tibia to control-T2-
tibia increases to the value of 0.85 and the average ratio of
Ubx-T3-femur to control-T2-femur decreases to the value of 0.86
(Table S6B). In the sample representing the strongest Ubx RNAi
phenotype however, we found that the average ratio of Ubx-T3-
tarsus to control-T2-tarsus decreases back to 0.57, the average
ratio of Ubx-T3-tibia to control-T2-tibia decreases back to 0.78 and
the average ratio of Ubx-T3-femur to control-T2-femur decreases
to 0.71 (Table S6C). These changes in the ratios of leg segments
with the differences in the strength of Ubx RNAi are consistent
with the expression of Ubx in both legs. Mild Ubx RNAi probably
brings the levels of Ubx protein in T3-legs down to the levels
normally expressed in normal T2-legs, explaining the increase of
the ratios towards the value of 1. This is the closest transformation
of T3-legs towards T2-legs we observed. Conversely, strong Ubx
RNAi depletes Ubx protein such that the remaining levels are even
lower than those in normal T2-legs, explaining the decrease in the
ratios of leg segments back away from 1. These data suggest that
both mild and strong Ubx RNAi result in a partial transformation of
T3-legs towards T2 identity. Aside from leg length, we were not
able to detect any clear changes in the patterns of axons or
muscles between T2- and T3-legs upon Ubx RNAi treatments in
Limnoporus (Fig. S4).
In contrast to Limnoporus, we were able to unambiguously
identify a set of morphological attributes that distinguish T2-and
T3-legs in both Microvelia and Mesovelia. Microvelia (Fig. 5) and
Mesovelia (Fig. S5) (Khila et al., 2014) have two combs in T1
(arrows in Figs. 5A; S5A) and one comb in T2 (arrow in Figs. 5B;
S5B), just like Limnoporus. However, unlike Limnoporus, both
species have no combs at all in T3-legs (Figs. 5C; S5C). Instead,
T3-legs bear large bristles on the tibia that distinguish them from
T2-legs (white arrowheads in Figs. 5C and S5C). In addition in
Microvelia, T3-legs bear a particular bristle that is forked in its
distal part and that is not found on T2-legs (red arrowhead in
Fig. 5C). In both Mesovelia and Microvelia, we assessed the degree
of transformation between T2-legs and T3-legs based on the
Fig. 5. Ubx RNAi causes a partial homeotic transformation of T3-legs to T2-legs.
Microvelia forelegs bear one sex comb (black arrow in A) and one grooming comb
(green arrow in A), the T2-legs bear a single grooming comb (green arrow in B), and
the T3-legs do not have any combs (C). T3-legs however bear additional thick
bristles (white arrowheads in C) and a characteristic forked bristle (red arrowhead
in C). Ubx RNAi does not affect the combs either in the T1-legs (D) or in the T2-legs
(E). T3-legs in Ubx RNAi treatment now develop an ectopic comb (green arrow
in F), lose the thick bristles, but retain their characteristic forked bristle (red
arrowhead in F).
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presence or absence of the grooming comb and the morphology of
T3 distinctive bristles. In no case have we observed the develop-
ment of a sex comb, in addition to the grooming comb, on T2-legs
in any of the species including Limnoporus (Figs. 5E; S3E; S5E;
Table S7). This is consistent with the well-known expression of the
Hox gene sex combs reduced in T1 but not in the other thoracic
segments across insects (Rogers et al., 1997). Like in Limnoporus,
we found that Ubx RNAi causes a partial transformation of T3-legs
towards T2-legs in these two species. In Microvelia, Ubx RNAi
occasionally causes T3-legs to develop a grooming comb similar to
the one found on T2-legs (green arrow in Fig. 5F). The formation of
this comb is observed in all individuals representing the strongest,
but not all those representing the mildest Ubx RNAi phenotype
(Table S7). However, Ubx RNAi, whether mild or strong, never
resulted in the loss of the large forked bristle (red arrowhead in
Fig. 5F; Table S7). We observed a similar dynamics in Mesovelia
with regards to the presence/absence of the comb and the size of
the bristles on T3-legs (green arrow and white arrowheads in
Fig. S5F; Table S7). Altogether, these data suggest that in Limno-
porus the weaker the Ubx RNAi the closer the morphology adopted
by T3-legs to T2-legs, and conversely the stronger the Ubx RNAi
the farther the morphology adopted by T3-legs from T2-legs.
However in both Mesovelia and Microvelia, this relationship is
reversed such that the stronger the Ubx RNAi the more the T3-legs
resembles T2-legs.
The spatial expression of leg patterning genes is unaffected in Ubx
RNAi treatments
Ubx is known to regulate a set of important leg patterning
genes, including decapentaplegic (dpp), hedgehog (hh), epidermal
growth factor receptor (egfr), and wingless (wg) in insects (Estella
and Mann, 2008; Estella et al., 2008; Grossmann and Prpic, 2012).
Because of the changes in the spatial pattern and the levels of Ubx
expression as well as its opposite effect on leg length throughout
the evolution of the semi-aquatic insects, we wanted to know
whether or not these changes in Ubx affected the expression of a
set of important leg patterning genes. First, we interrogated our
comparative leg transcriptome datasets generated from normal
and Ubx RNAi treatments to determine if the levels of expression
of these key patterning genes are affected by Ubx depletion.
In untreated embryos, the levels of expression of all genes tested,
as revealed by the obtained RPKM, are comparable between T2-
and T3-legs (Table S8). In Ubx RNAi treatments, we detected an
increase in the levels of expression of these genes ranging from
subtle (15–20%) to double the expression levels, as revealed by
their RPKM (Table S8). In this analysis, hh, egfr, exd, and wg showed
over 50% increase in both T2- and T3-legs upon Ubx RNAi (Table
S8). These data suggest that Ubx may regulate at various degrees
the levels of expression of many developmental genes, consistent
with Ubx role in ﬂies (Pavlopoulos and Akam, 2011).
Next, we wanted to determine whether this change in the
transcriptional levels affected the spatial patterns of expression
of these genes in the various legs of Limnoporus embryos. First,
we examined their expression patterns in normal embryos. in situ
hybridization and immuno-staining on untreated embryos
revealed that all these developmental genes show speciﬁc patterns
of expression in the developing legs (Fig. 6). However, unlike Ubx
(Fig. 2), all these genes are expressed in an invariable pattern in all
legs. At mid-embryogenesis, wg mRNA is distributed in a ventral
segmental pattern and extends along the proximal–distal axis of
all thoracic appendages (Fig. 6A). dpp mRNA is distributed in a
punctuated pattern along both anterior and posterior edges of the
appendages (Fig. 6B). hh is strongly expressed in the posterior
compartment, and fades towards the anterior (Fig. 6C). In addition
to this posterior-to-anterior distribution, hh mRNA forms four
relatively faint stripes along the proximal–distal axis. egfr is
expressed in ﬁve distinct rings along the proximal–distal axis,
which seem to preﬁgure the junctions between the ﬁve leg
segments. In addition, a sixth egfr ring separates the claw-
bearing tip of the leg from the proximal part of the tarsus
(Fig. 6D). mRNA of the gene distal-less (dll), required for the
speciﬁcation of distal appendages across arthropods (Panganiban
et al., 1994), is expressed in a conserved pattern consisting of a
proximal ring, and uniformly throughout the distal tarsus (Fig. 6I).
dachshund (dac), which speciﬁes proximal appendages (Abzhanov
and Kaufman, 2000; Angelini and Kaufman, 2004; Prpic et al.,
2003, 2001), is also expressed in a conserved pattern consisting of
a single band extending from the mid-femur until the boundary
between the tibia and the tarsus (Fig. 6J). Both hth and Exd, two
known co-factors that bind and direct Hox proteins to their
speciﬁc target DNA (Joshi et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2009) are
expressed in a highly similar pattern and their domains span the
proximal segments from the coxa to the proximal half of the femur
(Fig. 6K and L). Second, we revealed the spatial patterns of
expression of all these leg patterning genes in the developing legs
in both 1 μg/μl (Fig. 6E–H and M–P) and 10 μg/μl (not shown) Ubx
RNAi treatments. Following this treatment, we were not able to
detect any changes in the spatial patterns of expression of any of
the eight patterning molecules in the legs (Fig. 6). This result
indicates that, despite the effect of Ubx RNAi on their levels of
expression, neither the mild nor the severe depletion of Ubx
resulted in any obvious effect on the spatial expression of these
leg patterning genes in Limnoporus. Therefore, the spatial patterns
of these genes are likely regulated independently from Ubx during
Limnoporus leg development.
We also tested the possibility that Ubxmight be downstream of
some of the signaling molecules by examining the pattern of Ubx
protein expression using the FP6.87 anti-UbdA antibody in wg and
hh RNAi knockdown backgrounds. FP6.87 staining in wg and hh
RNAi-treated embryos is unchanged in abdominal segments or in
T2- and T3-legs despite the apparent developmental defects seen
in these embryos (Fig. S6A–C). Altogether, these results suggest
that Ubx may play a role in modulating the levels but not the
spatial expression of leg patterning genes in Limnoporus.
Discussion
In this work, we present four main ﬁndings: (i) that generally in
the semi-aquatic insects, Ubx is expressed at higher levels in T3-
relative to T2-legs; (ii) that it is only in the derived Gerridae where
the high levels of Ubx result in reduced T3-leg length; (iii) that in
the surface rowing L. dissortis, both strong and mild depletion of
Ubx result only in a partial transformation of T3 to the likeness of
T2 segment; and (iv) that the changes in Ubx regulation and
function have evolved in Limnoporus without any apparent effect
on the spatial patterns of expression of a set of major leg
patterning genes.
Changes in Ubx levels and their role in establishing leg allometry
across the semi-aquatic insects
In the embryos of the water strider Limnoporus, Ubx dramati-
cally increases the length of T2-legs whereas six to seven times
higher levels of Ubx decrease the length of T3-legs, thereby
reversing their relative length. Ubx RNAi embryos still exhibit
basal levels of leg length indicating that a developmental ground
state of leg growth is achieved without Ubx input. Therefore, this
dose-dependent role of Ubx is required for ﬁne-tuning relative
length of T2- and T3-legs. Preliminary evidence indicates that
most of the differences in leg length are due to differences in the
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rate of cell division (in preparation), and suggest that Ubx
mediates its effect on relative leg length through differential
control of cell proliferation in each leg. In the terrestrial hetero-
pteran relative Oncopeltus (Fig. 7A), Ubx expression is restricted to
T3-legs and is required for increasing their length (Fig. 7B;
Mahfooz et al., 2007). Although we have not measured the levels
in Oncopeltus, histochemistry revealing mRNA (Angelini et al.,
2005) or protein (Mahfooz et al., 2007) seems to indicate that
Ubx levels in T3-legs are low. It appears that during the split
between semi-aquatic and terrestrial lineages, both the novel
deployment of Ubx in T2-legs and the increase of its levels in
T3-legs emerged at the same time, as this feature is common to all
semi-aquatic species tested (Fig. 7A). At this early stage of the
evolution of the group, Ubx was still required to increase leg
length and the increase in Ubx protein levels did not reverse this
lengthening effect (Fig. 7C). This is clearly illustrated in the basally
branching Mesovelia and the derived Microvelia, both of which
retain the ancestral state of relative leg length (Andersen, 1982;
Damgaard, 2008; Damgaard et al., 2005), and where the response
of the legs to Ubx RNAi is linear (Fig. 7C). Although this ﬁrst
change in Ubx regulation at the base of the Gerromorpha
resulted only in a subtle global increase in the length of both
T2- and T3-legs, it has also provided a genetic potential that set
the stage for further diversiﬁcation of the group. This genetic
potential was exploited by the Gerridae, such as L. dissortis
(Fig. 7D), through the emergence of a novel sensitivity to the
pre-existing high Ubx levels in T3-legs (Fig. 4). We conclude that
this sensitivity of leg tissue to Ubx levels is a derived feature that
emerged in surface-rowing species, and distinguishes them from
the ancestral state inherited from the common ancestor of the
semi-aquatic insects (Fig. 7A). Therefore, adaptive morphological
traits can evolve through ﬁne-tuning the levels of expression of
key developmental genes early during embryogenesis and the
emergence of tissue sensitivity to changes in these levels. This may
have facilitated the change in leg function from walking to rowing
structures, and has been instrumental in the specialization and
radiation of the Gerridae in various open water niches, from small
ponds to the vast surfaces of the great oceans.
Dose-dependent switch of Ubx role between increasing and
decreasing leg length
The molecular interactions underlying the different responses
of Limnoporus T3-legs and those of Microvelia and Mesovelia to
high levels of Ubx remain to be investigated. The response of the
legs in Limnoporus to Ubx RNAi suggests that there is a dose
threshold, and when Ubx exceeds this threshold the growth-
suppressing effect ensues. By knocking down Ubx, we have shifted
the levels of Ubx protein in T3-legs close to or below this thresh-
old, thereby increasing their length (Figs. 3E; 4A; 7D). In control
T2-legs, Ubx levels are already below this threshold and RNAi
brings these levels even further down, which explains the con-
sistent decrease in T2-leg length with increased ds-Ubx injected
concentration (Figs. 3E; 4A; 7D). A number of molecular mechan-
isms have been previously described and might explain these
distinct responses of leg tissues to Ubx dose. In the ﬂy Drosophila,
Fig. 6. Patterns of expression of Limnoporus developmental genes in the legs of control (A–D and I–L) and Ubx RNAi treatments (E–H and M–P). (A) wg is expressed along the
posterior compartment of the three appendages. (B) dpp appears in a patched expression along the anterior posterior compartments of all legs. (C) hh is expressed as a stripe
in the posterior compartment and fading towards the anterior side of all the legs, in addition to a weak ring expression. (D) egfr forms multiple proximo–distal stripes at the
joints between the ﬁve leg segments. (E–H) patterns of the same genes in the 1 μg/μl Ubx RNAi treatments, showing no apparent change in the spatial patterns of these
genes. (I) dll shows the classical ‘ring’ and ‘sock’ expression, in addition to the prominent expression in the ﬁrst abdominal segment. (J) dac expression domain extends from
the mid-femur until the end of the tibia. (K) hth and (L) Exd share the same pattern extending from the coxa until the mid-femur of all three legs. (M–P) patterns of the same
genes in the 1 μg/μl Ubx RNAi treatments, showing no apparent change in the spatial patterns of these genes. All stainings represent mRNA (purple), except Exd, which
represents the protein (brown). Highlighted in red is the ectopic limb bud that forms on the ﬁrst abdominal segment, which is a phenotype characteristic to Ubx RNAi.
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early gradient and gap genes can act as activators or repressors
depending on their concentration (Sauer and Jackle, 1991; Schulz
and Tautz, 1994). At low concentration, the transcription factor
Kruppel (Kr), for example, remains a monomer and activates its
target DNA, whereas at high concentration Kr forms homodimers
and represses the same target (Sauer and Jackle, 1993). Many Hox
proteins, including sex combs reduced (Papadopoulos et al., 2012),
Abd-A (Hudry et al., 2011), and Ubx itself (Samir Merabet, personal
communication) are known to form homodimers. It is therefore
possible that a mechanism, similar to that of Kr, involving the
formation of homodimers at high Ubx concentration results in the
opposite effect on leg length relative to low Ubx concentration.
The formation of heterodimers between Ubx and its known co-
factors might also explain these differences in tissue response to
Ubx levels. Our results, however, provide evidence that exclude
possible heterodimer formation between Ubx and the two known
co-factors Exd and Hth in regulating leg length. Both Exd and Hth
patterns of expression are conﬁned to the proximal segments,
reminiscent to their pattern of expression in ﬂy appendages
(Casares and Mann, 2000). The non-linear bimodal response to
Ubx RNAi concerns distal leg segments where these two co-factors
are not expressed, and therefore, inconsistent with a possible
cooperation between these factors and Ubx in this tissue. This is
also the case in ﬂy leg development, where Ubx acts without any
cooperation with Exd and Hth (Casares and Mann, 1998; Galant
et al., 2002). In addition to co-factors, Ubx is known to mediate its
role in transcriptional regulation through cooperation with a num-
ber of transcription factors called Hox collaborators (Mann et al.,
2009). These collaborators provide direct input into a Hox-regulated
element without necessarily binding the element in cooperation
with the Hox gene (Mann et al., 2009). It is conceivable that such
collaborators may be part of the dose-dependent differential
response of each leg to Ubx. Other additional mechanisms may be
in play to mediate this dose-dependent positive-to-negative shift in
Ubx effect. The degree of occupancy of Ubx binding sites within its
target sequences, dependent on Ubx protein levels, might dictate
the nature of transcriptional regulation of these target genes, as is
the case in ﬂies (Galant and Carroll, 2002; Hersh and Carroll, 2005).
Fig. 7. Evolution of Ubx levels of expression and its role in shaping adaptive leg allometry. (A) Phylogenetic relationships between terrestrial Heteroptera, (Oncopeltus), water
surface walking (Mesovelia and Microvelia), and water surface rowing (Gerris and Limnoporus) semi-aquatic insects. Narrow green rectangle represents the ancestral state
where Ubx expression was conﬁned to T3-legs and functioned to lengthen them. Large green rectangle in T3- and narrow green rectangle in T2-legs represent the change at
the base of the semi-aquatic insects consisting of increased Ubx levels in T3- and deployment of Ubx in T2-legs. At this stage, Ubx lengthens both T2- and T3-legs. Large red
rectangle indicates the emergence of T3-leg sensitivity to high Ubx levels, which now shortens T3-legs. This characteristic distinguishes surface-rowing semi-aquatic insects
from their surface-walking relatives. (B) Ubx role and RNAi response in Oncopeltus T3-legs. (C) Ubx role in lengthening both T2- and T3-legs is linear in the basally branching
Mesovelia and the derived Microvelia, both of which are surface walkers. (D) Model for the dose-dependent role of Ubx in increasing/decreasing leg length. Percentages of
Ubx levels were extracted from a comparative transciptome between T2- and T3-legs in normal and Ubx RNAi-treatments. Approximate leg length values were taken from
Fig. 3D. Levels of Ubx in T2-legs are used as a reference at 100%, and levels in T3-legs are at least six times higher (600%) based on the comparative transcriptome. At highest
levels Ubx shortens whereas at lower levels Ubx lengthens the legs.
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Finally, it is possible that differences in Ubx afﬁnity to its various
targets may explain this bimodal response of the two legs to Ubx
dose. Ubx may have high afﬁnity to growth-promoting and low
afﬁnity to growth-suppressing targets. In this case, at low con-
centration, Ubx binding to the high-afﬁnity growth-promoting
partners prevails, and the outcome of this interaction increases
cell proliferation, as is the case of T2-legs in Limnoporus. On the
other hand, when Ubx levels exceed a certain dose the excess of
Ubx protein is now free to interact with low afﬁnity growth-
suppressing partners. This type of interaction results in reduced
cell proliferation and shortened legs, as is the case of Limnoporus
T3. This interpretation is supported by the observation, in the ﬂy
Drosophila, that Ubx can act both as an activator and as a repressor,
and that some target genes respond only at high Ubx concentra-
tion (Feinstein et al., 1995; Pavlopoulos and Akam, 2011).
The difference in length between T2 and T3-legs is primarily
grounded in cell number, reﬂecting increased cell proliferation in
T2- compared to T3-legs (in preparation). This is in contrast to the
size difference in Drosophila halters compared to wing, which is
mostly grounded on cell shape changes rather than cell prolifera-
tion or volume (Roch and Akam, 2000). Consistent with these
cellular differences between T2- and T3-legs, we found in our
comparative transcriptome that Ubx regulates a large number of
genes involved in various cellular processes. These include cell
cycle, cell death, cell differentiation, response to stress, and
catabolic processes (not shown). Future work will examine the
cellular nature of Ubx effect on leg length and dissect the role of its
target genes in modulating the differential rate of cell proliferation
between T2- and T3-legs.
Ubx, segment identity, and adaptive morphological evolution
It is striking that such substantive changes in Ubx regulation and
requirement in shaping leg allometry have emerged throughout the
evolution of the semi-aquatic insects without altering the spatial
expression of major players of early pattern formation. The role of
the transcription factors and signaling molecules we examined in
growth and patterning is well documented (Baena-Lopez et al., 2012,
2003; Crickmore and Mann, 2006; Estella et al., 2008; Theisen et al.,
1996; Zecca and Struhl, 2002). Leg patterning genes may contribute
to the dramatic growth of Limnoporus legs and could have con-
stituted a target of Ubx during the evolution of its novel role in
reversing the length of T2- relative to T3-legs. It is possible that
these genes generate the ground state of leg growth during devel-
opment, and that Ubx comes to modulate this ground state and
generate the adaptive relative leg length required for surface rowing.
The interactions through which Ubx mediates this ﬁne-tuning of
relative leg length may involve a battery of genes that are required
for growth but not pattern formation. It seems that there has been a
change in the landscape of Ubx targets in repressing tissue growth,
at least when this role is compared between Limnoporus T3-legs and
Drosophila halteres where Ubx exerts a similar effect (Crickmore and
Mann, 2006; Pavlopoulos and Akam, 2011; Roch and Akam, 2000).
This observation raises an important question: why is Ubx's regula-
tion of the spatial expression of this set of genes so subtle, if any?
A plausible explanation is the early timing at which Ubx intervenes
to set leg allometry in water striders. Embryogenesis is too early for
the evolution of profound rearrangements in the network composed
of major regulators of pattern formation (Davidson and Erwin, 2010;
Wilkins, 2002). Alteration of these networks, by the novel changes in
Ubx role and regulation, would have had disruptive effects that
would not have been tolerated by natural selection (Davidson and
Erwin, 2010; Wilkins, 2002). Throughout the semi-aquatic insects,
either with the ancestral or the derived state of relative leg length
(Fig. 7), the change in Ubx expression has not introduced a drastic
change in morphology. Our results clearly outline yet another
example, in addition to Ubx role in the crustacean Parhyale
(Pavlopoulos et al., 2009), that the evolutionary transition to the
derived state of relative leg length, adapted for water surface rowing,
involved a gradual process that started with an initial change in Ubx
expression already in the common ancestor of the semi-aquatic
insects (Fig. 7). These observations come to further support the view
that Ubx acts as a micromanager in establishing organ morphogen-
esis during development and evolution (Akam, 1998b, 1998c;
Castelli-Gair and Akam, 1995; Stern, 1998, 2003). Hox genes may
not only act as master binary switches of segment identity, but can
rather accumulate changes throughout evolution, the sum of which
leads to incremental changes in segment morphology, ‘without the
need to invoke the selective advantage of hopeful monsters (Akam,
1998b).’ A similar observation involving the effect of Ubx levels on
morphological diversiﬁcation, at the micro-evolutionary scale, is
known in ﬂies. Across distinct ﬂy species, the presence of trichomes
on the femur is associated with low levels of Ubx, whereas the
absence of trichomes is associated with high levels of Ubx (Stern,
1998). Our data show that, at a macro-evolutionary scale, this
ﬂexibility in the regulation, function, and most likely diversity of
targets, can generate the remarkable phenotypic diversity that
selection acts upon within speciﬁc ecological environments.
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